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Abstract A numerical approach to optimize dimensionless parameters of water。flooding

porous media flows is proposed based on the analysis Of the sensitivity factor defined as

the variation ration of a target function with respect to the variation Of dimensionless

parameters．A complete set of scaling criteria for water—flooding reservoir of five。spot well

pattern case iS derived from the 3一D governing equations，involving the gravitational force，

the capillary force and the compressibility Of water．oil and rock．By using this approach，

we have estimated the influences of each dimensionless parameter on experimental

results．and thus sorting out the dominant ones with larger sensitivity factors ranging from

10。4tO 100．

Keywords：sensitivity analysis，model scaling，numerical experiment，water-flooding，two-phase flow．

Petroleum industry in China is confronting challenge in oil supply．On the one hand，

the total storage is hardly to meet emergent demands．0n the other hand．the oil fields

developed in early years are costly operated due to the high average water ratio even up

to 80％．The lack in energy resource considerably promotes the enhancement of oil re—

covery．Experts⋯estimated that with the oil recovery enhanced by 1％，the oil produc—

tion would be augmented as much as the annual total output with 1 50 billion Yuan profit．

Therefore．a better understanding in the behavior of water,oil and gas underground iS

indispensable．

Physical simulation iS an important approach to reveal mechanisms of porous media

flows for design and optimization of development programs．Compared with field tests，

this approach seems to be cheaper,time—saving and easier to implement．The principle of

similarity or scaling law is crucial for physical simulations。引．Geertsma et a1．。圳derived

the scaling criteria for flows in cold water,heated water and solvent flooding reservoir
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by using both inspectional and dimensional analysis methods，showing that the effect of

inertia force could be neglected in most circumstances．In the heated water-flooding res—

ervoir,the effect of the gravitational force can be scaled with porous medium parameters

relaxed．However,the pressure drop，the capillary force，the residual oil saturation and

relative permeabifity cannot be well modeled．Kimber et a1．。叫obtained a set of scaling

criteria for steam and steam additive recovery reservoir．By relaxing the requirement of

geometric similarity,we may employ the same fluids and porous medium in the models

as in the prototypes．Islam et a1．。31 got the scaling criteria for polymer,emulsion and

foam flooding experiments by the inspectional analysis．They focused on the compli—

cated flooding processes involving mass transfer among phases，the interfacial tension，

diffusion，dispersion，absorption and mechanical entrapment．They argued that it is nec—

essary to relax the geometric similarity in order to properly scale dispersion and pres—

sure—induced effects in some circumstances．Islam et a1．。叫gained the scaling criteria of

surfactant—enhanced alkaline／polymer multiple flooding flows，which involve transient

interfacial tension and non．equilibrium mass transfer phenomena．They have observed

t11at in most cases the mass transfer rate in the model is different from that in the proto—

tvpe．However,both the rates have been assumed the same in previous studies．Shen et

a1．【71 assumed that the ratios of the gravitational and the driving forces to the capillary

force were essential similarity parameters for water-flooding reservoirs．Generally

speaking，there are so many parameters involved in the process of water driving oil

flows due to the complex mechanisms．Therefore，it is very difficult or sometimes even

impossible to keeD all the similarity parameters identical in the 1aboratory experiment．

Pozzi and Blackwell061 pointed out that precise scaling of transverse dispersion coupled

with the requirement of geometric similarity would impractically require a large model

and a very 10ng time interval for experiments．In particular,some dimensionless pa—

rameters are contradictory．To tackle this kind of problems，the efficient and practical

way out is to single out the dominant parameters and to relax the secondary ones in

1aboratory experiments．It is not easy or even impossible to theoretically arrange a11 the

dimensionless parameters in the orders of importance．Previous literatures at most have

provided the importance of part of the dimensionless parameters qualitatively■There—

fore，how to quantify the dominant degree among them is still a problem open to us．

The authors of the present paper have suggested a numerical approach of sensitivity

analysis of dimensionless parameters．To begin with，we have defined the sensitivity

factor in section 1．Then．we have derived a set of scaling criteria of water-flooding res—

ervoir flows，accounting for the gravitational and capillary forces，and the compressibil-

it、r of fluids and rock，and then validated the code in sections 2 and 3，respectively．Fi．

nally，we have quantified the sensitivity of all the dimensionless parameters by using the

proposed numerical approach．According to the values of sensitivity factors we may se—

lect the dominant dimensionless parameters that should be satisfied in laboratory ex—

periments．
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1 Sensitivity analysis of dimensionless parameters

Actually，it is not realistic for US to estimate the role of each dimensionless parameter

on experimental results by physical simulation．In contrast，we present a numerical ap—

proach to evaluate the effect of each dimensionless parameter on a target function．The

sensitivity factor of a given dimensionless parameter％is firstly defined as follows：

Si：堂墼型掣(渊，2，．．．'Ⅳ)，
a(死／xi。)

、⋯’”⋯’ (1)

where，(巧，乃，⋯，zN)denotes a target function concerned in the experiment．Si is

called sensitivity factor meaning the relative variation ration of the target function with

respect to that of a dimensionless parameter．In a water-flooding experiment，the target
function can be expressed as

f(rcl，死，⋯，确)=P 77(巧，乃，⋯，确，to,to，

where刁(巧，／／'2，⋯，ZN，tD)represents the oil recovery curve as shown in Fig．1，and TD

the dimensionless time span of development．In our numerical scheme，the sensitivity
factor is written in the following difference form

in whichⅥ= 死m一‰

sz 2可Aaimr／ao，
stands for the relative distortion of the ith dimensionless

冗Ip

parameter,口。=P砩(乃p，死p'．一，‰，tD)(itD is the area under the。il recovery curve。f
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Fig．1．The sketch of the comparison of oil recovery between a fully similar model or a prototype and partially
similar model，in which the fth dimensionless parameter is given as a small deviation from the prototype．
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the prototype，觚m=D J‰(乃。，死m，⋯，乃。，⋯，万Ⅳm，乞)一rip(xlv'死p，⋯，‰，tD)JdtD
means the deviation of the oil recovery of the model from the prototype．One curve aD—

plies to the situation．in which the ith dimensionless parameter of the model deviates

from the prototype，and the other to the fully similar model．Subscripts m and P indicate

the model and the reservoir prototype，respectively．Arranging the sensitivity factor Si in

order,we can conveniently exhibit the importance degree of each dimensionless pa—

rameter．In the following sections，we take the similarity of water-flooding reservoir as

an example to demonstrate the procedure．

2 Governing equations and solution procedure

Let US consider two—phase porous media flows of water and oil．Suppose the flow

obey Darcy’S law．Taking into consideration the fluids Of constant viscosity,the capillary

and gravitational forces and the compressibility of fluids and rock，the governing equa—

tions are as follows：

V·(等V∽棚z，]+L∥。 ／

p。K。

Q=掣，
Vcp+PwgVZ)]+瓯=笔≯，

ao：裂铡6(x-Xp)6(y-yp)，l2风n(reo／名)
’

Qw 2等删∽+笔盎孝砸叫如飞)，

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

where P，“，G K，and S mean pressure，density,viscosity，effective permeability and

saturation，subscript w and O indicate water and oil phases，respectively．And Pc is the

capillary force，矽the porosity of rock，g the gravitational acceleration，嘞，yp)the coor—

dinate of production well，qi the injection rate per unit thickness and ro the well radius．

The constitutive equations are

Po=Poo(1+Co(p。+风gz—P。o))，

Pw=Pwo(1+Cw(P。+风gz—P。o))，

妒=％(，+q(兰生，一±』生-=生笔警一半]]，
(8)

(9)

(10)

in which the symbols have the same meaning as the above．Subscript 0 indicates physi-

cal quantities at a certain condition，co，Cw and CO the compressibility of oil，water and

rock，respectively．
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The capillary force equation can be expressed as

P。=P。一P。=o'cos8x／-蕊J(s。)，
where K denotes the absolute permeability,盯the interracial tension at the interface of

water and oil phases，0 the contact angle between water and oil phases，and J(sw)the

capillary force function．

The saturation relation reads

Initial conditions are given as

and boundary conditions are

％+s。=1

‰11=0=Poi，

Sw It=02 Swi，

警一o，等一o，瓦Pl+岛g=。z—o，w．
The constitutive equations Can be further simplified．According to

,Co=Poo(1+Co(po+风gz—P。o))

=／900(1+Co(P。+,Coo(1+Co(p。+成影一Poo))gz—P。o))，

omitting the term C02(p。+Pogz—Poo)，eq．(8)can be reduced to

Analogously，we have

,Co=Poo(1+Co(p。+Poogz—Poo))．

Pw=Pwo(1+Cw(P。+Pwogz—P。o))，

l 《

妒=％11+ol、
Pw+Po+Potgz+Pwogz

2 一盟2鱼)]川

(13)

04)

(15)

(18)

The governing equations are discretized with the finite difference method and solved by

the implicit pressure—explicit saturation method【111．The discrete implicit oil pressure

equation turns out：

where

ai．j。kpoi。．j。k+b1．j。kp ql+1．i。k+ci,j，kpoi．j一1。k+di．J。kPoi．j+1ik

+et．j。kpoi．j。k一1+}1．j。kp哦．j。k+1+gi．j．kpo}．j。k
2

hi．j．k，

(19)
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ai．j，k
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一‰≈(破，J，。肛。G"FjOli,j,k庇q)万P：i,j,k，
in which丑=pl KKri?雒t denotes mobility coefficient，l=o，w，A=Po／Pw．

Solving eq．(1 9)leads to the solution of oil phase pressure．Then we can explicitly

obtain oil saturation by substituting the oil pressure into eq．(4)．In order to improve the

accuracy and reduce the mass conservation error,we divide the time step for solving oil

pressure into several small steps。In each small step，the saturation equation is solved

explicitly．The mobility coefficient takes the harmonic mean between the neighboring

grids for solving oil pressure equation．For example，the mobility coefficient in x direc—

tionjS

勺广葡舞卷瓣，
SO are those in Y and Z directions．When solving oil saturation，the mobility coefficient
takes the value at the upstream node，accounting for the lag variation of the oil saturation
in the flOW direction．

The validation of the code is made by comparing the numerical results with the theory

of Buckley—Leverett【12】．The assumptions for Buckley．1everett equation are"one．dimen．

sional flow occurring in ahomogenous constant thickness rock layer,the negligible cap—
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illary and gravitational forces，the compressibility of fluids and porous medium being
not considered，and the constant density and viscosity of fluids．So the position of a

given water saturation x(sw，力at time t is determined by the following expression：

x(s。，t)=x(s。，0)+
厂b。)

￡㈣df，
in which x(sw，0)represents the initial distribution of water saturation，Q(幻the injection

rate，妒the porosity,A the cross section area of the reservoir,and fP($)w the derivative

of the water ratio to the water saturation．Fig．2 shows the comparl。son of the displace—
ments of Water saturation contours between the present numerical results and the solu．

tion of Buchley—Leverett equation at t=3000 s and t=7000 s．respectively．In Fig．3

plotted iS the evolution of water saturation at the two positions ofx=10 m and戈=15 m

compared with the theory of Buchley—Leverett．It is seen that both the spatial distribution

and time evolution of the water saturation agree well with the theoretical results。which

completes the validation of the numerical code employed．

O 10 15 20 25

Distance／m

30

Fig．2．Comparison of the displacement of iso—water saturation contours between theoretical and namerical resuIts

atthetime oft=3000 S and7000 S．

3 Similarity criteria

Consider a quarter of three—dimensional five—spot well pattern of water-flooding res—

ervoir with its length of Z，width of W，and thickness of h．The production and injection
wells locate at the end of a diagonal，their horizontal coordinates being(O，O)and
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Time／s

Fig．3．Comparison of water saturation VS time between theoretical and numerical results at the positions ofx=10

S and 15m．

(Xp，Yp)，respectively．To derive the similarity criteria，we introduce the dimensionless

independent variables：

一z —Y ．一Z
XD 2——，Yo 2——，ZD 2——，

XR YR ZR

dependent variables：

pcD=

——： 垡!!
一Sr。)矽XRYRhas矽绦YRh(1一Sc。

—pcKr—owh，p：—Pw—K_ro—wh，p：—PoK—rowhwD oD——，∥一———■■一，∥一一ql”w 吼雒。 ql“w

some other dimensionless parameters

∥。。：笠，
／t。

一／气o r —C：纺∥。 r —C、v嘶∥、v一一Pwo’‰旷百’‰一可
％=iCcqI万／Llw，PwOD--

poiD
2 P。i墨。。h

目I∥。
， pwfD

2

—Pw0K—rowh，p。。。：—P00K—rowh
qIfl、Ⅳ qi∥、v

P。f瓦。h
口I∥w

and the normalized saturation and permeability

．-g-一Jw—Scw～2彳，瓦=警
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in which XR，yR and ZR are reference lengths in three directions，respectively,Sm and Scw

denote the residual oil saturation and the irreducible water saturation，respectively,Kcwo

refers to the effective permeability of oil phase under the condition of the irreducible

water saturation，Krow the effective permeability of water phase under the condition of

the residual oil saturation，and the subscript D means dimensionless parameter．Substi．

tuting all these variables into the governing equations，constitutive equations，and the

initial and boundary conditions，we get a set of twenty—four scaling criteria of water—

flooding system as follows：

K。。 K K YR XR ～ Yp 名。 ro Sc。 Sr。

墨。w’ 疋w。’ 耳。w’XR’ZR’XR’YR’XR’XR’ AS’ AS’

Swi—Scw

△f

egI∥。

Kr。。h’

仃腰cos呱。^
吼∥。

Pw0Kro。h

瓦／Uo，石P00，面growhPw ～R，学K，锩row∥。 o 研，0 row尼 K ，z

P。oKr。。h P。f K，。。h P。iKr。。h
， ， '

gI∥。 口I∥、v gI∥、v 纺∥。
，，(瓦)

They are defined as乃，巫，⋯，乃4 hereafter．From the physical point of view,万I

denotes the ratio of the oil permeability under the condition of the irreducible water

saturation to the water permeability under the condition of the residual oil saturation，万2

and万3 the dimensionless permeability of water and oil phase，respectively,万4 and／t"5

the similarity of geometry,兀6’7c1，7／'8 and死9 the similarity of well position and well

radius，万10 the ratio of the irreducible water saturation to the mobile oil saturation，7Cll

the ratio of the residual oil saturation tO the mobile oil saturation，万12 the reduced initial

water saturation，]r 13 the ratio of the capillary force to the reservoir pressure difference

induced by the injection rate qi，万14 and]F15 the ratios of the viscosity and density of

water tO oil respectively,7／'16 the ratio of the gravitational force to the driving force，万17，

万18 and刀19 the relative volume variation rations of oil，water and rock caused by the

reservoir pressure difference induced by the injection rate卯，respectively,万20，万2】，7l'22

and刀23 the respective ratios of the reference pressure of oil and water,the pressure of

well bottom．and the initial pressure to the reservoir pressure difference and万24 the cap—

illary force function．

Consider a prototype with its parameters listed in Table 1．According to the

above-derived scaling criteria，we may design a completely similar model with its pa—

rameters listed in Table 1，too．Performing numerical calculations for the model and the

prototype．we obtain the oil recovery curves and water ratio at production well in both

cases，as plotted in Figs．4 and 5．The results of the model and the prototype are found in

good agreement with each other,implying that the above—derived set of scaling criteria is

complete．However,we can also see from Table 1 that a complete similarity means an
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Table 1 Parameters of the prototype and the corresponding scaled model
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Fig．4．Comparison of oil recovery between the prototype and the corresponding scaled model
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Fig．5．Comparison of the water ratio between the prototype and the corresponding scaled model
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impractically large gravitational acceleration．Therefore，we have to relax some of them

in actual modeling．Nevertheless，we should identify which one is negligible at first．

4 Sensitivity factors of dimensionless parameters

According to the definition of the sensitivity factor aforementioned，we can find that

sensitivity factor Si varies with dimensionless parameter筇i．For the prototype defined by

the parameters listed in Table 1．the dimensionless parameters are evaluated as follows：

刀1 22．108，刀4=1，万5=14，刀6=1，万7=1，万9=7．143x10-4，万】o=0．294，刀11=0．177。万12

=0，万13=5．781x10P，,7r14=5，万15=0．8，万16=4．533x10产，刀17=1．730x10～，万1 8=

1．081×10_3，万19=1．297x10～，7z'202／／'21=,71／'232 5．55，万2224．625，万2 and万3 are normal—

ized permeability of oil and water phases，and万24 the capillary force function．Set the

deviation coefficient wi of each dimensionless parameter to be 1％and-1％respectively

except for those representing the similarity of well locations，and keep the others identi．

cal between the model and the prototype．Then．we can readily derive the sensitivity

factors as listed in Table 2．

Table 2 Sensitivity factors of dimensionless parameters

Si 1 2 3 4 5 9 】0

wi=1％ 1．847×10_1 1．845×10-1 1．864×10—1 3．713×1旷2 4．065×10
3

1 148×10-3 7．885×10—3

wi=一1％ 1．867×10～ 1．870×10-1 1．861×10— 3．461×10-2 3．990×1旷3 1．167×10—3 7．885×1旷3

Si 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

wi=1％ 9．974×l旷 1．160×100 3．952×104 1．848×10-1 1．014×10—1 4．742×lO一3 2．164×10
3

wi=-1％ 9．974×10-4 1．260×100 3．952×1旷 1．864×10 1．012×10-1 4．724×10～ 2．164×10
3

S 18 19 20 2】 22 23 24

wi=1％ 2．879×10-5 3．049×10-3 1．560×10～ 1．272×10-2 3．260×10-2 2．755×10-2 3．952×1旷

wi=一1％ 2．879×10_j 3．048×10^3 l 560×10-3 1．274×10—2 3．244×10
2

2．751×10一2 3．952×10_4

We can see from Table 2 that the order of sensitivity factors ranges from 10。4 to 100．

Apparently，the larger the sensitivity factor is，the more important the corresponding di．

mensionless parameter is．Hence，we can easily make a choice of dominant dimen—

sionless parameters based on the numerical results．If we just reserve those parameters

ranging from 10-1 to 100，the scaling law looks like

≮。。

k。
民

K。。。

KW

墨。。’

Swi一≮” 笠盟
， ，

∥。Pw0

This implies that the ratio of the oil permeability under the condition of the irreduci—

ble water saturation to the water permeability under the condition of the residual oil

saturation，the dimensionless permeability of water and oil，the density and viscosity
ratios of water and oil，and the reduced initial water saturation are the most important

parameters in water-flooding modeling and should be scaled precisely,These results ex．

actly reflect what the most important and natural factors are in water-flooding flows．
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Among the attributes related to porous medium，the permeability exerts more influence

on flows than others do．Among the properties of fluids，the density and viscosity are

more important．Other factors，such as the gravitational force，the compressibility of

water,oil and rock and the capillary force，may be relaxed if they contradict to the

dominant ones．The reason is that the error induced by relaxing the secondary dimen—

sionless parameters is far less than the dominant ones．We can also qualitatively draw

these conclusions from the value of the dimensionless parameter itself．For example，万1 3

means the relative importance between the capillary force and reservoir pressure differ．

ence induced by the injection rate qi．Its value implies that the capillary force is three

orders less than that of the reservoir pressure difference under the condition of high

permeability and large gradient of the driving force．7z'16 represents the relative impor-

tance between the gravitational and the driving force．Its value of 4．533×101 implies

tIlat the gravitational force is two orders less than that of the driving force for the case of

not very thick reservoir and the small density difference between water and oil．Never．

theless．it is hard to qualify the dominance degree of all the dimensionless parameters in

this way．Particularly，this qualitative analysis is of no help for quantifying the impor—

tance of the dimensionless parameters．This is exactly where the advantage of the pro．

posed numerical approach 1ies．

5 Conelusions

In the present paper,the authors have proposed a numerical approach to analyze the

sensitivity of each dimensionless parameter．A universally physical definition of the sen—

sitivity factor is given to quantify the dependence degree of a target function on the di—

mensionless parameters．In regard to a water—flooding reservoir，we have derived a com—

plete set of scaling criteria，which involves the effects of the gravitational force。the caD—

illary force and the compressibility of water,oil and rock．By calculating the sensitivity

factor numerically，we have further quantitatively identified the dominant dimensionless

parameters．The results show that in the case of water-flooding reservoir,the order of the

sensitivity factors ranges from 104 to 10”，and the most important scaling parameters are

the ratio of the oil permeability under the condition of the irreducible water saturation to

the water permeability under the condition of the residual oil saturation，the density and

viscosity ratios between water and oil and the reduced initial water saturation．Verv

likely,the numerical optimization can be applied to other physical problems．
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